XML-based network management systems are becoming more and more popular these days. However, it has to he taken into account that there is a broad existing management infrastructure based on non-XML protocols.
INTRODUCTION
Internet management as it is done today is heavily based on the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and management inforAcccss Control Model (VACM), also part of the SNMPv3 framework. The result of this solid standardization work is a fundamental technology on which many hardware vendors, software manufacturers, network operators, and administrators have built management systems to manage a wide range of computer networks. Obviously, these implementations also represent huge investments.
However, some issues are still open. There are no standard formats for storing and processing of management data. Transferring large amounts of data is still relatively inefficient compared to stream-based hulk transfers (e.g., TCP) [ 2 ] . Configuration management is still an open issue and is currently heavily discussed in the IETF Network Configuration (Netconf) Working Group [3] . Efficient,software development cycles are hard to achieve based on a low-level technology such as SNMP.
To some extent, XML and its companion technologies offer opportunities to solve these problems [4]. XML supports, by its nature, well defined encoding and syntax. Although XML is still a newcomer compared to SNMP, there is a hure communitv of XML orofessionals and also T h e reason for t h e success of t h e S N M P framework is at the same time its primary disadvantage: SNMP is simplistic with respect to its data structures and protocol operations. This allowed early implementations even on devices with limited resources in t h e late 1980s. Now, 14 years later, we are faced with the third generation of the protocol specification (SNMPv?), the second version of the MIB language (SMIvZ), and no less than 185 IETF standard MIB modules defined by various working groups, as well as hundreds of vendor-specific M1Bs.I Over time, a number of drawbacks have turned up and been solved to some extent. Performance issues with the retrieval of large chunks of data were partly addressed by the GetBulk protocol operation, introduced in the now historic SNMPv2 and present in SNMPv3. Major security issues have been discussed intensively and were finally solved with the User-Based Security Model (USM) and t h e View-Based tools, etc.) that can makk the development of management applications more efficient.
In the long run, a fully XML-based architecture that affects all entities in a managed network promises the greatest benefits. In the short term, the most pressing needs arise on the managers' side, where operators could take advantage of an XML-based processing of their management information, such as event correlation and rendering of aggregated information based on the family of Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) specifications, management of device configurations based on XML and XSL transformations (XSLTs), and ensuring configuration integrity based on a schema language like XML schema.
This situation increases the demand for integration of managed nodes based on SNMP technology on one side and management systems based on XML technology on the other. The remainder of this article is targeted at an approach that bridges this gap. First, we explain how some of the core XML technologies are related and how they could be applied to typical network management tasks. Then we prcsent and discuss how two core XML technologies, general XML documents and XML schema definitions, can be mapped from SNMP management data and their SMIv2 MIB definitions, respectively. We will focus on goals driven by the XML perspective rather than the SNMP point of view, The major design decisions for this mapping will be presented. This is followed by the presentation of an SNMP-to-XML gateway architecture and the implementations we have made. The gateway architecture allows management information to he accessed through HTTP requests.for XML documents that comply with'the presented mapping. Finally, we conclude with some experiences and a rough outline of future directions in SNMPiXML integration.
XML TECHNOLOGIES
Complete and precise specifications of protocols are a key prerequisite to any deterministic and robust distributed system. This includes standard data structures, encoding rules, and protocol operations. Such standards exist in many different areas. Databases are queried through the query language SQL; clients use application protocol interfaces (APls) compliant with Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) or Java Database Connectivity (JDBC); remote procedure calls (RPCs) and remote object access can he realized through various RPC standards or Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA).
While such technologies evolved over time and work quite well today, they were developed almost independent of each other. They do not build on each other and hardly use common hasic concepts, although many of them have to address similar questions like byte ordtring, data framing, and data encryption.
In contrast, XML is a core building block on which other related technologies are being developed. This "toolkit concept" allows more efficient development processes for applications. For example, existing XML parsers can be used to develop XSLT processors and XMLschema-based validators, since XSL and XML schema themselves are XML-compliant. XML schemas can he defined and used by validating XML parsers to ensure XML data integrity, Specific XML compilers can be built as XSL stylcsheets using any existing XSLT processor. Figure 1 illustrates some of the rather prominent XML technologies and associated tools as well as their relationships. Although this figure is not complete, it presents the technologies currently most intensively discussed for application for Internet management purposes. SNMP specifies the encoding of management data in the protocol, hut does not define how data should be represented when it bas to be stored for further processing. XML can easily he ,applied to both. Furthermore, in contrast to SNMP, even large amounts of data can be represented and transmitted in a single XML-based message. This helps to realize atomic protocol transactions, since a conversation with one agent no longer has to span multiple protocol data units (PDUs). Last but not least, XML-based representations are widely accepted as a good compromise between human readability (to ease debugging and allow operators to take corrective actions) and computer readability (to ensure parsability and integrity).
Use HTTP to ship management data. When SNMP was designed, CPU, memory, and bandwidth consumption were the most influencing factors. Today, reliability, throughput, ease of use, and overall development costs are considered much more important. Even low-cost printers and wireless LAN (WLAN) access points are equipped with HTTP agents to support easy manual configuration. This protocol infrastructure can easily he used to allow more robust transfer of XML documents. URLs represent a common notation to address requested data.
Use DOM and SAX APls to access manage- . Use X M L schema to define the structure of management data. Most computer languages and data models are specified through formal grammars. While SNMP uses SMI, which is a domain-specific definition language (an adapted subset of ASN.l) to define management data models, XML schema is a pure XML standard. It provides an elegant means for defining the i structure, content, and semantics of XML documents in specifications that themselves are XML documents. Using XML schema to define XML management data models helps ensure the integrity of management data such as configuration documents.
CONVERTING SMI MlBS TO XML SCHEMA DEFINITIONS
The structure of MIB modules is formally described with the SMIv2 language. These MIB modules define the structure and semantics of the instance data supplied by SNMP agents. In other words, SMIvZ is the modeling language used to define data models (MIBs), which in turn define the structure of management data. In the XML world, the XML schema language is the formal modeling language. Schema definitions are documents written in that language and can define the stmcture of XML documents that may represent management data (Fig. 2) . When designing the mapping, we had two aims in mind. First, we wanted the XML documents to he as convenient for reading and pro- cessing as possible. We tried to look at management data from an XML point of view. Achieving a clean XML structure makes the conversion algorithm more complicated than most other approaches that are destined for a 1:l SMI mapping and look more like an "XML-ified SMI."
The most notable of these other approaches known to the authors are those of Mazumdar
[ 6 ] , Hong et al. [ 7 , 81, . Some major aspects of these approaches are compared in Table 1 . The second aim was to reduce the loss of information during the conversion process. The generated XML schema definitions should contain almost all information of the underlying SMI MIB module. In the following, the most important characteristics of our mapping are described and compared to other translation approaches.
XML STRUCTURE OF MANAGEMENT DATA
The first step that has to he taken when designing the strncture of an XML document is tn define its scope. Several scope restrictions are possible. For example, each XML document could represent instance data of one specific MIB module at a determined agent at a given point in time; the XML documents of the approach from Hong et d. are designed that way. Another possibility is to restrict the range to special MIB objects such as tables and scalar groups. This increases readability because only a fragment of the MIB will he presented, so the structure can be kept very simple. The XML documents of Mazumdar's approach are designed like this. We propose a root element that is independent from specific MIBs, agents, or point in time in order to ensure a more flexible data range of the documents. The agent, SNMPvl community, and point in time are encapsulated in <context> elements at the second level. This way, it is possible to store data from multiple agents or snapshots made at different points in time within a single document, because the root element can store an arbitrary number of these second-level elements. However, the XML document structure becomes slightly more complicated than in the other two approaches, because an additional element level is used. There are two possible ways to deal with the OID tree of a MIB. The first is a straightfonvard mapping of all nodes in the MIB to nested elements in the XML instance document. SNMP experts should be quite familiar with such a mapping because the XML document tree represents exactly the OID tree they know. The three related approaches use this kind of direct mapping. In our opinion, this straightforward mapping leads to unnecessarily complicated XML instance documents. Therefore, we designed a "flattened" element hierarchy and tried to avoid deep element nesting. Groups of scalar objects and table rows are mapped to elements on the third level (the level helow <con-text>) regardless of their position in the OID tree. This flattened hierarchy is much more readable than a deep nested element structure. The 0 1 D information of a node is put into an <xsd:appinfo> clause in order retain it for applications that rely on it. ate <xsd: r e s t r i c t i o n > clauses. This mapping is automated except for the base types, which are defined in a single handcrafted XML schema definition. The differences between the mentioned approaches are only marginal with respect to the base type mapping. For details of our base type mapping see Table 2 .
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The value space can he restricted with < x s d : m i n I n c l u s i v e > and<xsd:maxInclusive> for numbers. Similarly, with ixsd:minLength> and <xsd:&ength> it is possible to restrict the length of strings. This kind of mapping is supported by all mentioned approaches. However, some limitations such as multiple ranges(e.g., -1 I 60. .600, as i n DISMAN-EXPRESSION-M1B::expResourceDeltaMinirmun) cannot he expressed in XML schema with simple facets. A union type with a subtype for each suhrange can solve this problem. However, union types are a dead end with respect to further inheritance.
With DISPLAY H I N T clauses, MIB authors specify how they think the data should he displayed. Therefore, we also interpret display hints for rendering instance data in XML documents. Thus, if the type defined in the MIB has a display hint, the hint is used to further restrict the value space of the mapped XML schema type. Integer types, for example, may get an additional c x s d : f r a c t i o n D i g i t s > facet, which specifies the number of decimal places. For string types, even complex display hints are translated automatically to < x s d : p a t t e r n > constructs in the XML schema definition with regular expressions that formally restrict the value space. In this case the <xsd:minLength> and <xsd:maxLength> facets are not used, because the generated regular expression usually implies length restrictions. Note that these length restrictions may he different from the o n e defined in the MlB because the MIB's restriction corresponds t o the length of the unformatted octet string, whereas the restriction implied in the c x s d : p a t t e r n > facet corresponds to the formatted string.
As mentioned above, one of our aims was to represent management data in a human readable fashion. Therefore, the text of leaf elements and index attributes should he represented in an intuitive way. Enumeration types and hit sets are written as the according names. Strings are written in ASCII form if the underlying MIB type has a display hint that "suggests" an according representation. If the display hint recommends another representation, the string is rendered accordingly. Otherwise, if there is no display hint, the type <xsd:hexBinary> is used. This type represents binary data in hexadecimal form. Thus, in this case the string will he written in hexadecimal digits.
To reduce the loss of information, SMI MIB module information that is not necessarily required in the XML schema definition is put into <xsd:appinfo> clauses so that it remains available for other applications. This is especially useful for XSLT-based MIB compilers or MIB browsers. instance document conforming to our proposal.
The data shown is defined in the IF-MIB module [9] and has been retrieved from the agent on a router named ciscobs.rz.tu-bs.de.
AN SNMP-TO-XML GATEWAY
In this section we present the architecture of a gateway that makes the presented mapping viable in a seamless way.
T h e manager interface of the gateway is based on HTTP, where request parameters are contained in the HTTP query string. Only the data of SET requests is transferred in the body of HTTP POST requests. SOAP would he an alternative, hut for the gateway it would add further protocol overhead on top of (usually) H l T P without additional functionality. Furthermore, in the presented approach documents retrieved from the gateway can be incorporated directly in XSL transformations without a SOAP client engine. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the gateway and its three major operations:
An XML-based manager that attempts to read management data sends a n HTTP GET request to the gateway. The URL comprises the protocol ( h t t p or https), the gateway host, and the path to the gateway service on the host, and finally an HTTP query string that specifies the operation (get) and an expression to specify the requested management data. Note that this expression is an XPath-compliant node set expression: it starts with the common root node and a context suhnode with a set of context attributes to specify agents, access security credentials, and caching properties. This is typically followed by a node name and according attributes to specify a filter for the requested portion of data supplied by the agent. To illustrate this, imagine the following request to retrieve a list of descriptions of those interfaces on the device talisker. ibr.cs. tu-bs .de that are currently not in the operational state to which they have been administratively configured When this request is received by the gateway's HTTP engine, the location path of the XPath expression is interpreted and the translator's core unit constructs a sequence of SNMP GET operations to fulfill the request. To achieve this, the gateway refers to its repository of supported XML schema definitions that supply the required information (e.g., the mapping of node names to OIDs, element attributes to table indexing information, labels of enumeration values to numeric values).
The SNMP responses received from the agent are converted to XML element information items, again with the help of the XML schema repository. These fragments of XML information are added to the translator's DOM tree. Once the retrieved data is complete (or the retrieval has timed out), the DOM tree is filtered based on the predicate part of the request's XPath expression. The requested portion is passed to the H'ITP engine to make up an XML document that is then passed back as t h e response t o the initial H T T P G E T request.
I n some situations, XML-based management applications access managed objects or groups of managed objects multiple times to achieve a single higher-level operation. In these cases the gateway is usually not required t o retrieve t h e same SNMP d a t a multiple times from the agent. T o take advantage of this circumstance and improve performance, the gateway could support the caching of information retrieved from the agent, and an HTTP client could specify the maximum tolerated age of requested data (e.g., through an XPath expression on the @time attribute of th <context> element).
Similar to GET requests, the XML-based manager can issue HTTP POST requests in order to control or configure agents through XML documents. In this case, the URL's query string contains just the mode of operation (set) in the HTTP query string. T h e passed XML document is parsed into an internal D O M representation. Then the translator inspects the tree to identify those nodes for which the underlying MIB object definitions allow SNMP write access. Again, the XML schema repository supplies all the information to do this. Based on these nodes, the translator constructs SNMP SET requests and sends them to the agent. SNMP responses a r e used to approve the modifications in the DOM tree or add error information to the DOM tree if the SNMP S E T operations failed. Finally, the resulting DOM tree is used to return an XML document as the response to the initial HTTP POST request.
Note that the XML document submitted through the HTTP POST request can be based on a document previously retrieved through an according HTTP GET request. This allows to easily realize management applications that support simple configuration modifications in pulledit-push cycles.
Let's assume that in the above GET example, the operator (or an automated management algorithm) decides to administratively take down some of the interfaces. This can be done by adding the following element to those interfaces in the retrieved XML document:
Then the document gets resubmitted to the gateway (this Java program just cares about the correct HTTP content encoding):
java GatewayClienr h t t p : / / w . i b r . c s . t u -\ bs.delsnmp-m-gw set interfaces.ml Finally, the gateway can also work as a n SNMP trap sink. When the translator receives a notification it looks up the concerned OIDs and values from the XML schema repository and constructs a small element information item per notification. These information items are processed in two ways. They can be sent as short XML documents in HTTP POST requests t o XML-based notification receivers. This would require the gateway to act as an HTTP client. Furthermore, all notification information items are added to a local XML document that represents a general notification log. This allows XML-based managers t o elegantly access the notification log at any subsequent point in time in the same way as regular management information is accessed through HTTP GET requests; thus, XPath-based filtering of notifications is supported, and the gateway is not required to act as an HTTP client in this case.
IMPLEMENTATIONS
The approaches presented in this article have been implemented as follows.
The mapping of SMI MIB modules to XML schema definitions has been realized as a new output driver added to the smidump MIB compiler toolkit. It is available with the regular open source distribution of the libsmi [lo] that runs on almost any conventional operating system.
The presented gateway architecture has been implemented -except for the support of notifications -as a Java Servlet. It has been developed and used successfully on the LinuxiApachel Tomcat platform. The code is also available through the libsmi Web site.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Future work that has to be done toward a fully functional XML-based Internet management can roughly he divided into short-term transitional work and long-term work toward purer XML solutions. The long-term solution for overall XML-based management systems comprehends functionality that cannot be realized efficiently if parts of the manager-agent communication remain based on today's SNMP, which is a technology known for some limitations, especially with respect to performance. The field of configuration management is currently the hest example to make this clear.
With this in mind, the previous sections of this article present an approach and a prototype implementation for a transitional phase, some aspects of which can still be improved in the near future, while others cannot be solved: * The processing of notifications has to he implemented. Current write operations support only the modification of existing objects, hut not the creation and deletion of instances. * Some MIB objects and types have very special functional semantics, for which translation to data-oriented XML information sets is not prdcticdbk. Examples are objects of types Rowstatus o r TestAndIncr or objects that change their values upon read access, like DISMAN-SCRIPT-MIB: : smLaunchRunIndexNext. This is especially problematic in combination with the gateway's caching support.
-Future revisions of the gateway have to support SNMPv3 security. Scalability issues have to he addressed. This affects parallel and conflicting HTTP requests, huge numbers of managed nodes and objects, and caching strategies.
SUMMARY
This article gives an overview of core XML technologies and how they fit in Internet management systems. The widely deployed infrastructure of SNMP-based managed nodes requires an integration effort to allow a seamless transition. We have presented an automated mapping of SMI MIB data models to XML schema definitions that implies the mapping of SNMP management data to XML documents. An essential difference from other mapping approaches is that the presented mapping is driven by the goal to tap the full potential of XML and XML schema so that the translation output fits well in future pure XML-based systems without any inherited burden from SNMP; that is, the attempt is driven by the target, not the source.
To prove the mapping concept, we have presented an architecture and a prototype implementation for an SNMP-to-XML gateway that transparently translates HTTP requests for XML documents to SNMP operations.
Some items for future work have been discussed, but it has to he acknowledged that this effort is just a transitional step toward pure XML-based Internet management systems. However, it allows the integration of legacy devices 82 IEEE Communications Magazine * July 2w4 that will never support XML-based management and devices with vely limited resources into such systcms. 
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